FIELD SCHOOL 1980
Editor's note:
After sixteen tries at writing something for this space, I've come to the conclusion that there are really only two things I want to say. The first is Thank You to all the people of the photography classes for the amazing amount of time, energy, and devotion that you all put into this effort. More work has gone into the creation of this yearbook than almost any enterprise I've ever been involved in. And the work is all students' work, a fact I am greatly pleased with and something you all should be proud of. The second thing I want to say is that I think this is a wonderful book and I hope everyone enjoys it.

Gary Griffin
Yearbook Advisor
A Day At Field School

The Field School believes in an open teacher-student relationship atmosphere. The Photography Class hopes that we have represented this through the following series of photographs.
Hustle and bustle, doors slamming, people milling around. Laughter, talking, phones ringing, questions flying about and being answered with snappy replies. Bells chime and muffled thunder roars as students and teachers race for their classrooms. Then all is quiet, and the day begins....
The sounds of flutes, a volleyball game, happy mouths devouring sandwiches float through the lunchtime air. A time to socialize, discuss, make plans and....relax.
Afternoon
Quieter sounds begin the afternoon. A charcoal pencil on thick paper, a potter’s wheel spinning, a tool biting wood, a shutter clicking. Then, as if on cue, voices rise in song, a piano chimes in and music fills the air.
Afternoon

Bells ring, tokens jingle, busses roar and trains squeal to a stop. Books juggled in arms while homework rustles in the wind. All returns to quiet, Field School waits for Morning to come again.
Evening

Glasses clink, crackers crunch, conversation floats through the air. Field opens for a Studio Night and people are everywhere. Looking, talking, meeting, wandering through rooms of drawings, photographs, pottery, woodwork. A chorus forms on the stairs, films play in the kitchen; parents, students, teachers gather to watch, discuss, get acquainted. And a fine time is guaranteed for all.
Seniors

Today & Yesterday

[Images of seniors both today and yesterday]
Nell Kelly
Randy Hinton
Nadia Parsons
Jim Day
Peter Conklin
Christa Pruden
Chris Lanyi
Persephone Zill
Hal Anderson
Holly Hobbs
Hester Nelson
Jesse Moore
Ta-Da!

Kinky Sex Partners

Well...

Homework Again! ?!

You Don't Dare

Hi Sharaine

Summer!
David Wilkins
Amanda Green
Deirdre Cohalan
Tony Lee
Eric Celarier
Erik Flieger
Debbie Gottesman
Mary McVay
Karl is playing mudpies

This is a totem pole

I'm just a girl that can't say no

"Who ate my Lunch?"
David Sands
Jonathan Watson

Lee Taylor
Robert Steiner

Sandra Hulnick
Oriana Zill  Katie McClure
Stand up straight John

You guys are worthless

Allie in the alley
John Loftness
Sharaine Lear
Nancy Loftness
Miguel Sampson
Maria del
Carmon Varon
Grace Spring
Curtis Jones
Blanche Gardner
Anne Mason
Natalie Kormeluk
Henry Kennedy
John Heath
Chip Rome
Philip Raiford
Mary Sheeran
Don Donovan
Barbara Whitney
In March, some of the Spanish students went to Columbia.
The plane was eight hours late, the students killed time. Later they toured the city.
The group then went to Cartagena. Todas se divirtieron durante al viaje.
DAVID AT HERMAN'S

HOBBY AT MEADOWBROOK STABLES

SEAN, KEVIN, MARK RESEARCHING BATTLEFIELDS

ROB AT ANGLER'S ART

MOLLY AT BARRAGE

SEBASTIAN AT LAWRENCE BIERLEIN'S

BENNETT AT FRIENDSHIP FLOWER SHOP

“DO THESE PEOPLE LOOK AS THOUGH THEY'RE WORKING? DAVID LOST THE KEY TO THE CASH REGISTER. SEAN KEVIN AND MARK ARE THE ONLY PEOPLE CAZY ENOUGH TO ROMP AROUND A BATTLEFIELD

HOLLY IS HAVING A GOOD TIME CANTERING AROUND A FIELD ON HER HORSE. ROB STEINER CAN PROBABLY TELL US HOW TO BREAK INTO A FILE CABINET. MOLLY CAN TELL US HOW TO PERCH ON A STOOL.”
Alex mixed up the tapes and A.U. students had to listen for 1½ hours to "The nocturnal habits of the tree frog."
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO:

Karl Rosenberg
Molly Nathanson
David Wilkins
Nell Kelly
Josh Robinson

Jerry Lenoir
John Fletcher
Tod van Ravenswaay
Margi Clarke
Nancy Sheehan

Dan Nathanson
Andy Harris
Jeremy Sher
Holly Hobbs
Raul Prebisch

Jenny Leeth
Jon Lazzarini
Peter Sonnenrich
Alexis Ruffin
Gareth Evans
Adam Straus